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Ž .Let E be Banach space with property U, m, m 1,  ,  R, mN, and a
uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm; J: E E* a duality mapping; D a
nonempty closed convex bounded subset of E; and T : DD a uniformly
Ž .12L-Lipschitzian asymptotically hemicontractive mapping with LN E where
Ž .  n  2N E is the normal structure coefficient of E satisfying the condition x T y
² n Ž .:  4 x T y, J x y for all x, yD, nN 0 . Under the above condi-
 Ž .4  4tions, the convergence of J x  for the sequence x of the modifiedn n
Ishikawa iteration process is established and then it is used to prove weak
convergence of the process. The modified Ishikawa iteration process is defined as
follows: For D a convex subset of a Banach space X and T a mapping D into
 4 Ž .itself, the sequence x in D is defined by x D, x  1  x n n0 0 n1 n n
1 Partially supported by Department of Science and Technology, New Delhi, India, 1997.
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ŽŽ . .  4  4 T 1  x   Tx , n	 0, where  and  satisfy 0  ,   1 forn n n n n n n n n
all n and Ý   .  2001 Academic Pressn0 n
Key Words: the Ishikawa iteration process; asymptotically hemicontractive map-
ping; uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm.
1. INTRODUCTION

 The concept of almost-convergence is due to Lorentz 6 .
 4A sequence x in a Banach space E is almost convergent to a pointn
x X if and only if
n1
1lim x  x uniformly in i 0, 1, 2, . . . .Ýn ij
n j0
 4 We also say that a sequence t in l is said to be almost-convergent ifn
all of its Banach limits coincide.
Let D be a nonempty subset of a Banach space E. A mapping T :

 DD is said to asymptotically pseudocontractive 9 if there exists a
 4sequence k of positive numbers with lim k  1 such thatn n n
² n n :   2T x T y , j  k x yn
Ž . E*for all n, j j x y , x, yD, where J: E 2 is a duality
mapping.
Remark 1.1. The class of asymptotically pseudocontractive mappings is
essentially wider than the class of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings
Ž 
 .cf. 3 .

 In 9 , Scu introduced the class of asymptotically pseudocontractive
mappings and proved the following:
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 1.1. Let E, , be a Hilbert space; D E closed
bounded and conex; L 0; T : D A completely continuous, uniformly
 4L-Lipschitzian and asymptotically pseudocontractie with sequence k inn

 .  Ž 2 .  4  4 
 1, ; q  2k  1 for all n; Ý q  1  ;  ,  in 0, 1 ;n n n1 n n n
Ž 1
Ž     b for all n, some  0 and some b 0, L 1n n
2 .12 .L  1 ; x  A; and for all n, define1
x   T n z  1  x and z   T n x  1  x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n n n n n n n n
1.1Ž .
 4Then x conerges strongly to a fixed point of T.n
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Clearly a completely continuous condition for T is a strong condition to
ensure the existence of a fixed point of T and the strong convergence of a
 4 Ž .sequence x defined by 1.1 .n

 Recently, the authors 11 introduced the class of asymptotically hemi-
contractive mappings as follows.
A mapping T : DD is said to asymptotically hemicontractive if
Ž .  4F T  p and there exists a sequence k of positive numbers withn
lim k  1 such thatn n
² n :   2T x p , j x p  k x pŽ . n
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all n, j J x y , xD, p F T , where F T denotes the set
of a fixed point of T. Consequently, the existence and convergence results
for asymptotically pseudocontractive mappings have been established and
then a weak convergence result for asymptotically hemicontractive map-
pings has been established as follows:
Ž  . ŽTHEOREM 1.2. Let E,  be a Banach space with property U, , m
. 
 1, m , , m satisfying Opial’s condition 8 ; D E be closed,
conex, and bounded; T : DD be uniformly L-Lipschitzian for some
 4L 0 and asymptotically hemicontractie with sequence k and id-T ben
demiclosed with respect to zero. Suppose id-T is demiclosed with respect to
 4  4zero. Suppose  and  are sequences of real numbers satisfying then n
following conditions:
Ž .i 0 a    1 and 0 b    1 for all n,n n
Ž .  Ž . Ž .ii Ý  c  m  , where   m  1 k  m and c n1 n n n
Ž m .2  1 ,
Ž . Ž m m1 m1 . m 2 miii 1 2 c  L c c 1  c c  0 and 1  c
Ž . 2 1mb c  0.
Pick x D and define1
x  1  x   T n y andŽ . Ž .n1 n n n n
y  1  x   T n x for all n.Ž . Ž .n n n n n
Then
Ž .  nŽ .a lim x  T x  0,n n
Ž .  4b x conerges weakly to a fixed point of T.n
Remark 1.2. The notion of asymptotically hemicontractiveness is more
general than asymptotically pseudocontractiveness. In fact, an asymptoti-
cally pseudocontractive mapping with at least one fixed point is asymptoti-
cally hemicontractive, but there exist asymptotically hemicontractive map-
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pings which are not asymptotically pseudocontractive.
Ž .Remark 1.3. The Banach spaces with property U, , m 1, m , ,
Ž . Ž 
 . 
 m include the L or l spaces, p	 2 cf. 10 . Opial 8 has shownp p
that no space L , p 2, possesses a weakly continuous duality map.p
Now in light of the above facts there remains an open question: Does
Theorem 1.2 hold true for all L spaces p 2?p
The purpose of this paper is to answer the above question in the more
general setting. In fact, we prove an almost-convergence theorem for the
modified Ishikawa iteration process. Further, we apply this result to prove
the weak convergence of the process. We claim that our results improve

  
 the results of Schu 9 and Sharma and Sahu 11 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
Recall that a Banach space E is said to be smooth provided the limit
   x ty  x
lim
tt0
   4exists for each x and y in S x E : x  1 . In this case, the norm of
E is said to be Gateaux differentiable. It is said to be uniformly Gateaux
differentiable if for each y S, this limit is attained uniformly for x S.
The norm is said to be Frechet differentiable if for each x S, this limit is´
attained uniformly for y S. Finally, the norm is said to be uniformly
Ž .Frechet differentiable if the limit is attained uniformly for x, y  S S.´
In this case E is said to be uniformly smooth. Since the dual E* of E is
uniformly convex if and only if the norm of E is uniformly Frechet´
differentiable, every Banach space with a uniformly convex dual is reflex-
ive and has a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. The reverse is false.
The duality mapping from E into the family of nonempty subsets of its
dual E* is defined by
² :   2   2J x  x* X* : x , x*  x  x* . 4Ž .
It is single valued if and only if E is smooth. If E is smooth, the duality
 Ž .4mapping J is said to be weakly sequentially continuous at 0 if J xn
 4converges to 0 in the sense of the weak-star topology of E*, as xn
converges weakly to 0 in E.
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The normal structure coefficient of E is defined as the number
N E  inf d C r C : C convex bounded subset of E with d C  0 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .   Ž .where d C  sup x y is the diameter of C and r C x, yC
Ž  .inf sup x y is the Chebyshev radius of C relative to itself.xC yC
Ž .A space E such that N E  1 is said to have a uniformly normal
structure. All uniformly convex or uniformly smooth Banach spaces have
Ž 
 .uniformly normal structure cf. 1 .
Ž .Recall that a nonempty subset D of E is said to satisfy the property P
Ž 
 .cf. 7 if the following holds:
Ž . Ž .P xD implies 	 x D,	
Ž .where 	 x is the weak w-limit set of T at x, i.e., the set	
y E : y weak-lim T n j x for some n   . 4j
Recall that a Banach limit LIM is a bounded linear functional on l
such that
 LIM  1, lim inf t  LIM t  lim sup t ,n n n n
n n
 4 and LIM t  LIM t for all t in l . Then we can define then n n n1 n
real-valued continuous convex function f on X by
  2f z  LIM x  zŽ . n n
for each z X.

 LEMMA 2.1 4 . Let X be a Banach space with a uniformly Gateaux
 4differentiable norm and let x be a bounded sequence in X. Let LIM be an
Banach limit and u X. Then
  2   2LIM x  u  inf LIM x  zn n n n
zX
if and only if
:LIM  z , J x  u  0Ž .n n
for all z X.

  Ž  .LEMMA 2.2 11, Theorem 4.1 . Let E,  be a Banach space with
Ž .property U, , m 1, m , , m; D a nonempty closed conex
bounded subset of E; and T : DD a uniformly L-Lipschitzian and asymp-
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 4  4  4totically hemicontractie mapping with sequence k . Suppose  and n n n
are sequences of real numbers satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .i 0 a    1 and 0 b    1 for all n,n n
Ž .  Ž . Ž .ii Ý  c  m  , where   m  1 k  m and c n1 n n n
Ž m .2  1 ,
Ž . Ž m m1 m1 . m 2 miii 1 2 c  L c c 1  c c  0 and 1  c
Ž . 2 1mb c  0. Pick x D and define1
x  1  x   T n yŽ .n1 n n n nIŽ . n½ y  1  x   T x , n.Ž .n n n n n
Then
Ž .  nŽ .a lim x  T x  0,n n n
Ž .   Ž .b lim x  p exists for some p F T .n n
3. WEAK ALMOST-CONVERGENCE THEOREM
In this section, we establish a weak almost-convergence theorem for the
modified Ishikawa iteration process in a Banach space.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a Banach space with property U, , m 1, m ,
, m, and a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm; D a nonempty
closed conex bounded subset of E; and T : DD a uniformly L-Lipschitzian
 4 Ž .12asymptotically hemicontractie mapping with sequence k and LN E .n
Suppose in addition that T satisfies the condition:
 n  2 ² n : x T y  x T y , J x yŽ . Ž .
 4for all x , yD , n  0 .0
 4 Ž .  4  4Then, for the sequence x generated by I , where  and  aren n1 n n
sequences of real numbers satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .i 0 a    1 and 0 b    1 for all n,n n
Ž .  Ž . Ž .ii Ý  c  m  , where   m  1 k  m and c n1 n n n
Ž m .2  1 ,
Ž . Ž m m1 m1 . m 2 miii 1 2 c  L c c 1  c c  0 and 1  c
Ž . 2 Ž .  Ž .4 1mb c  0, there exists a point   F T such that J x n
weakly almost-conerges to zero.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have
 n lim x  T x  0.n n
n

 Since T is uniformly L-Lipschitzian, it follows from 9, Lemma 1.2 that
 lim x  Tx  0.n n
n
Let LIM be a Banach limit and define a real-valued functional f on D by
  2f z  LIM x  zŽ . n n
Ž .for each zD. Then f is a continuous convex function and f z   as
 z  . Since E is reflexive, f attains its infimum over D. Let
M uD : f u  inf f z .Ž . Ž .½ 5
zD
Then M is nonempty closed convex and bounded, although M is not
Ž .necessarily invariant under T , i.e., it may have property P . In fact, if
m Ž .xM then y 	 lim T i belongs to the weak 	-limit. Set w xi x 	
Ž .of T at x. Then from the w.l.s.c. of f and condition  , we have
f y  lim f T m i xŽ . Ž .
i
 m  2 lim sup LIM x  T xŽ .n n
m
² m : lim sup LIM x  T x , J x  xŽ .Ž n n n
m
² 2 lim sup LIM x  Tx  Tx  T x  Ž . Ž .Ž n n n n n
m
m m :T x  T x , J x  xŽ . .n n
    lim sup LIM x  Tx  L x  Tx  Ž n n n n n
m
    2L x  Tx d k x  x4 .n n m n
 min f z ,Ž .
zD
where d diam D. It means that yM, and hence M satisfies the
Ž . 
  Ž .property P . It follows from 7, Corollary 1 that M F T  .
 On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, lim x  p exists for somen n
Ž . Ž .p F T . Then f p is independent of Banach limits. Thus we may
Ž .assume that   F T minimizes f for any Banach limit LIM. It follows
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from Lemma 2.1, that
² :LIM z , J x   0Ž .n n
² Ž .:4for all zD and any LIM. Thus z, J x  is almost-convergent ton
 Ž .4zero. In other words, J x  is weakly almost-convergent to zero.n
4. WEAK CONVERGENCE THEOREM
Applying Theorem 3.1, we have the following weak convergence theo-
rem for asymptotically hemicontractive mappings in Banach space.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a Banach space with property U, , m 1, m ,
, m, and a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm; J1 : E* E
weakly sequentially continuous at zero; D a nonempty closed conex bounded
subset of E; and T : DD a uniformly L-Lipschitzian and asymptotically
 4 Ž .12hemicontractie mapping with sequence k and LN E . Suppose inn
Ž .  4addition, T satisfies the condition  . Then the sequence x generated byn
Ž .  4  4  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .I , where k ,  , and  satisfy the conditions i , ii , and iii ,n n n
conerges weakly to fixed point of T.
Ž .  ŽProof. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a point   F T such that J xn
.4 is weakly almost-convergent to 0. Since the norm of E is uniformly
Gateaux differentiable, the duality mapping is uniformly continuous on a
bounded subset of E from the strong topology of E to the weak-star
 4  Žtopology of E*. Thus, since x is bounded and x  x  0, J x n n n1 n
. Ž .4  J x  converges weakly to 0. However, this is a Tareberiann1
 Ž .4condition for almost convergence, so J x  converges weakly to 0.n
1  4Since J is weakly sequentially continuous at 0, x converges weaklyn
to  .
Ž .Remark 4.1. a Theorem 4.1 can be applied for all L , p	 2 spaces.p

 Hence it is a good improvement of 11, Theorem 4.1 .
Ž .b There is no role of complete continuity of T even in a more
Ž .general Banach space with property U, , m, m 1 ,  R, m than
the Hilbert space. Hence Theorem 4.1 improves and extends the result of

 Schu 9 .
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